Support Services

We offer prenatal, grief, and general Support.

Looking for Physicians who will honor your wishes to carry to term, honor your desire for Perinatal hospice or Medical intervention once your child is born? A Physician who will treat your child to their unique medical condition? On a case by case basis?

Birth Plans - Treatment for Trisomy and other rare diagnoses

Complimentary Nationwide Services & Special moments

Captured in PHOTOGRAPHY & VIDEOGRAPHY

Adoption, Finding Doctors and Other Services

Crisis Pregnancy Support - Support for Single and Unwed mothers

Bringing a “not viable,” “incompatible with life” diagnosis to Term – Prenatal Hospice - Perinatal Hospice - Palliative Care - Comfort Care

Surgical Procedures and Aggressive Medical Treatment

Support for those opting for medical intervention for specific abnormalities.

Living With Trisomy 13 is on Facebook

Follow us on Twitter @livingwithtri13

Immediate phone and email support

Not Compatible with Life, a diary of keeping

Daniel By Kylie Sheffield

Kylie (mom to Daniel) would love to share her book with you. Please email her for more information. shefs@aapt.net.au

“Simple morality dictates that unless and until someone can prove the unborn human is not alive, we must give it the benefit of the doubt and assume it is (alive). And, thus, it should be entitled to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.” – Ronald Reagan 1982

“Thank you very much for your site. As a Labor and Delivery Nurse, I have been frequenting it often for information. I wish people had access to your site prior to making the decision to terminate. Blood tests are accurate, however, Ultrasounds only show so much, and you’d be amazed how often they are wrong. As a L&D Nurse I thank all the families who carry their babies to term. You’d be amazed how every delivery touches the life of your nurse.”

~ Anonymous

Living With Trisomy 13 (LWT13) is a Non Profit Organization dedicated to assisting families of children with trisomy and other rare diagnoses. We believe in embracing life one moment at a time and share stories of living children and treasured memories whose families chose to carry to term.

76 Doolittle St.
Brentwood, NY 11717

Phone: 631-316-6032
Fax: 631-513-4476
E-mail: info@livingwithtri13.org

Tel: 631-316-6032
Please visit our website for many more prenatal resources. You are not alone in this journey, although we are all on different parts of our walk we all walk this road www.livingwithtri13.org